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Abstract
The pseudoachromatic number of a graph is the largest number of colours in a (not necessarily
proper) vertex colouring of the graph such that every pair of distinct colours appears on the
endpoints of some edge. The achromatic number is largest number of colours which can be used
if the colouring must also be proper.
Hedetniemi (http:==cyclone.cs.clemson.edu=~ hedet=coloring.html) conjectured that these
two parameters are equal for all trees. We disprove this conjecture by giving an innite
family of trees for which the pseudoachromatic number strictly exceeds the achromatic number.
c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A pseudocomplete colouring of a simple graph G is a (not necessarily proper) vertex
colouring such that each pair of colours appears together on at least one edge, i.e. a
function c from a colour set S to the set V (G) of vertices of G such that for any pair
of distinct colours ; , say, there is an edge (x; y) such that c(x) =  and c(y) = .
A complete colouring is a pseudocomplete colouring which is also a proper vertex
colouring, i.e. for any edge (x; y); c(x) 6= c(y).
The achromatic number  (G) is the greatest number of colours in a complete colour-
ing of G, and the pseudoachromatic number  s(G) is the greatest number of colours
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in a pseudocomplete colouring of G. The achromatic number was introduced by Hedet-
niemi [7], and the denition published by Harary, Hedetniemi and Prins [6], and the
pseudoachromatic number was introduced by Gupta [5]. Surveys on the achromatic
number can be found in [3,9].
If m is a positive integer, and q(m) the greatest integer k such that ( k2 )6m, then
it is easy to see that for any graph G with m edges,  s(G)6q(m). Also, it follows
immediately from the denitions that for any graph G;  (G)6 s(G), and consequently
we have, for any G with m edges,
 (G)6 s(G)6q(m):
It is easy to nd graphs for which  and  s dier, for example  (C4) = 2
while  s(C4) = 3. However, Hedetniemi [8] conjectured that for any tree T;
 (T ) =  s(T ).
It is shown in [1] that for almost all trees T;  (T ) = q(m), where m is the number
of edges of T , so it follows from the inequality above that the conjecture is true for
almost all trees. In addition, Cairns [2] calculated  (T ) and  s(T ) for all trees with
up to 15 vertices and veried that they were equal in each case.
However, we will show below that the conjecture is false, by exhibiting an innite
family of trees for which  s(T )> (T ). The construction is based on that used [4] to
prove the NP-completeness of harmonious chromatic number for trees.
2. Construction
Theorem 1. Let r be a positive integer. Then there is a tree Tr such that
 (Tr)< s(Tr) = 18r + 11.
Proof. First let k=18r+7, and construct the tree Sr shown below. Then Sr has 3k+8
vertices.
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Then to construct Tr we attach leaves to the vertices of Sr as follows: To
each of w0; : : : ; wk−1; x0; : : : ; xk−1 and y0; : : : ; yk−1 we attach 3r + 1 leaves. Also,
we attach 16r + 7 leaves to u and 2r leaves to v. Thus, the number of vertices
of Tr is:
(3k + 8) + 3k(3r + 1) + (16r + 7) + 2r = 162r2 + 189r + 57;
so the number m of edges of Tr is 162r2 + 189r + 56. Let C = k + 4 = 18r + 11.
Then

C
2

= 162r2 + 189r + 55 = m− 1:
Clearly  (Tr)6C. We show that equality does not hold. For suppose that Tr has a
complete colouring with C colours f0; : : : ; k − 1; W; X; Y; Zg. Then since (C2 ) = m− 1,
then each pair of colours, except one, occurs on (the endpoints of) exactly one edge
of Tr; the remaining pair occurs on two edges.
Dene the degree sum of a colour to be the sum of the degrees of the vertices
with that colour. Then we note that no colour can have degree sum exceeding C. For
consider the colour pairs on the edges incident with the vertices of colour  say. These
pairs are all of the form (; ), where  6= . Then all but one value of  occurs only
once, and the other value at most twice, giving at most C edges.
Now consider the degrees of the non-leaves in Tr . We have d(rw) =C − 1; d(rx) =
C−2 and d(ry)=C−3. Each wi; xi and yi has degree 3r+2, and nally d(u)=16r+9
and d(v) = 2r + 3. Note that since r>1, then C>29.
Now, the vertices rw; rx and ry must have distinct colours, since otherwise the
degree sum of some colour would be too big. Thus, we may assume these vertices
have colours W;X; Y , respectively. Also none of these colours can occur on any of
the vertices u; v; wi; xi or yi since these vertices all have degree at least 5, so using
W; X or Y on any of them would make the degree sum at least C +2. Thus, we may
assume that vertex u has colour Z . Now, consider the two sets SX = fv; x0; : : : ; xk−1g
and SY = fv; y0; : : : ; yk−1g. Each of these sets has k +1 elements, and is coloured with
a set of k + 1 colours f0; : : : ; k − 1; Zg. Since only one colour pair is repeated in the
colouring of the tree, at least one of SX and SY must use all k + 1 of these colours.
But if Z is used for any of the vertices xi or yi, then the degree sum of Z is at least
d(u) + d(xi) = 16r + 9 + 3r + 2 = 19r + 11>C, which is impossible. Hence Z must
be used to colour vertex v. But u and v are adjacent, so this is impossible. Hence Tr
has no complete colouring with C colours.
It remains to give a pseudocomplete colouring
 : V (Tr)! f0; : : : ; k − 1; W; X; Y; Zg:
First let (rw)=W; (rx)=X and (ry)=Y . Then set (a)=X; (b)=Y and (c)=Y .
Now let (wi) = (xi) = (yi) = i for each i = 0; : : : ; k − 1, and set (u) = (v) = Z .
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Thus, we have coloured Sr as shown below.
We have used all colour pairs involving W; X or Y . Now u and v have 18r+7= k
leaves between them, which we colour with 0; : : : ; k − 1. This uses all pairs involving
Z . Finally, for each i, the vertices wi; xi and yi have 9r+3=(k−1)=2 leaves between
them. We colour these with the colours fi+1; : : : ; i+(k−1)=2g (all modulo k). It is easy
to see that this accounts for all remaining colour pairs, so we have a pseudocomplete
colouring. Note that the edge (u; v) has colour Z on both endpoints, so the colouring
is not complete. This completes the proof.
The smallest example T1 has 408 vertices. We have no doubt that smaller examples
could be found with sucient eort.
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